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Baron Forte entry: http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/previous/98648/2011-01
SSU Library Databases videoclip: http://ssudl.solent.ac.uk/2166/
NB: Quek (2011):
• demonstrates how previous approaches lead researchers, inevitably, to certain perspectives
• demonstrates how good traditional research collates a sector’s `persistent myths’ in one place
• is fully aware of my comments
• was Guest Editor of the LSA article that you’ll meet, later
Quek (2011), also, asserts that:
“[In the 1960s and 1970s, the UK hotel] industry was dominated by two major players, namely Grand 
Metropolitan and Trust House Forte … In contrast, from the 1980s, major hotel companies in the 
US and Asia were purchasing UK hotels because the US hotel companies wanted to expand 
internationally due to market saturation in their country while the Japanese companies were 
expanding because of their strong economic growth and a high balance of payments surplus …”
Whilst this is an oft-repeated perspective it is not one that fits the available evidence.
NB: this is based upon the revised online version – after certain editorial  errors, within the printed version, had been notified and corrected
Indicates an `inconsistency’ – in a peer-reviewed, Tier 1 journal article, based upon a completed PhD









- 2nd Solent Teaching & Learning Community Conference -
http://www3.hilton.com/en/about/hilton/history/index.html
Pan American World Airways [operated by Juan Trippe], U.S.A., operates 
Intercontinental Hotels Corporation [IHC].
Atlas Corporation [operated by Floyd Odlum and Boyd Hatch; Atlas being HHC’s second-
largest shareholder and Hatch being a director of HHC]
[During WWII] Sir William Stephenson operated, as `Intrepid’.










OED reflects the 
mainstream 








Lots of, well-respected, resources do mention `an earlier motel-style operation, in Boroughbridge / 





Key blocks are the:
• search term(s) used








The role of three pioneering UK `motels’
[1952] Rouncil Towers Motel / Kenilworth Auto Villas






[1934?] Hotel Cottages, Boroughbridge
That Motel-style operation, in Boroughbridge, Yorkshire, is not that 
difficult to:
• locate
• learn more about
Today, one only has to look
http://ssudl.solent.ac.uk/2542/
[1935] `Oakwood Rustic Motel’, Elgin
- http://www.leopardmag.co.uk/feats/362/oakwood-the-many-lives-of-britain-s-first-motel -
The Oakwood was Scotland’s first motel, although not
Britain’s first; the roadhouse component opened before Hotel 
Cottages, Boroughbridge, but the motel component opened 
after it - Frances Howell (1958) ignores both, as not fitting 
her working definition of a motel 
Australasian motels
Park Royal Motor Inns – SPHC et al.
http://www.images.act.gov.au/duslibrary/imagesact.nsf/8574356a230114e8ca256ad500042b9c/c
074b54c27835b4c4a256c1300162a1d!OpenDocument
A similar set of `perpetuated myths’ overshadows analyses of the Australasian Motel sector – since he 
built an international network, via alliances and cross-investments, the pivotal role of Alan Greenway 
in the evolution of the global hospitality sector tends to go unremarked, today 
More or Less – Publication Bias
- http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01s8vvv -
Any Questions ?
Many Thanks
